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Performance athlétique

Pratique délibérée

Habiletés physiques Habiletés psychologiques

Facteurs 
environnementauxFacteurs génétiques

Baker et coll. (2017). Routledge Handbook of Talent Identification and Development in Sport. Taylor & Francis.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ek57_lweazE 
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Marcel Hirscher
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Quelles sont nos croyances comme 
entraîneur concernant le talent?

Habilités acquises 
(développées)

Habilités innées 
(fixes)

Focus sur les erreurs 
de préparation ou 
manque d’effort

⇧ jugements négatifs
⇧ pression

Sentiment 
d’impuissance

⇧ persévérance
⇧ satisfaction

Nos interactions avec les athlètes peuvent :
a) influencer leur façon de concevoir leurs 

propres habiletés
b) biaiser notre évaluation de leurs habiletés
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Vaeyens et coll. (2008) Sports Medicine, 38(9), 703–714.
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Baker et coll. (2017). Routledge Handbook of Talent Identification and Development in Sport. Taylor & Francis.

Identification de talent

Développement de talent
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Baker et coll. (2017). Routledge Handbook of Talent Identification and Development in Sport. Taylor & Francis.

3.6 millions de 
jeunes garçons 

par année

Écoles secondaires : 
15% des jeunes 

demeurent

Collèges et universités : 
0.5% demeurent

Draft NBA : 
0.002%

NBA : ~50 
athlètes ou 

0.001%Probabilité pour un jeune 
au primaire d’atteindre la 

NBA de 1 sur 70 000!

Exemple au 
basketball 
américain
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1696 études 
effectuées entre 

1990 et 2015
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Ericsson (2006)
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Weissensteiner JR, p.135 in Baker et coll. (2017). 
Routledge Handbook of Talent Identification and 

Development in Sport. Taylor & Francis.
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Nous sommes tous victimes de 
plusieurs biais cognitifs dans nos 

décisions…
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Effet de l’âge relatif

Romann et Fuchslocher (2010)
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Steidl-Müller et coll. (2019) J Sports Sci 37(6), 601–612.

Résumé des études sur 
l’effet de l’âge relatif en 

ski alpin
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Contrer les effets de l’âge relatif ?

Inspiré de Hurley (2001) et Müller (2012), dans Steidl-Müller et coll. (2019) J Sports Sci 37(6), 601–612.
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Niveau de risque dans la 
sélection d’athlètes

7. Grand potentiel, 
mais performance 
sous les attentes

8. Grand potentiel et 
performance dans la 

moyenne

9. Talent évident et 
performance au-

dessus de la 
moyenne

4. Potentiel modéré, 
mais performance 
sous les attentes

5. Potentiel modéré 
avec performance 
dans la moyenne

6. Potentiel modéré 
avec performance 

au-delà des attentes

1. Faible potentiel et 
performance sous la 

moyenne

2. Performance 
moyenne et peu de 

potentiel à 
l’amélioration

3. Au-dessus des 
standards, mais 

performance au-delà 
de son potentiel

Performance

Po
te

nt
ie

l

Élevé

Faible
Faible Élevée

Faible risque
1 et 9

Risque modéré
2, 4, 5 et 6

Risque élevé
3, 7 et 8
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Que peut-on faire pour améliorer 
la sélection?

‣ Reconnaitre les limites de nos 
connaissances et des approches 
actuelles 

• Le talent n’est pas unidimensionnel! 
- Physique 
- Psychologie 

• Absence de bons indicateurs précoces 
- Raisons d’une meilleure performance en bas âge ne 

sont pas les mêmes qu’à l’âge adule ou niveau élite! 
- Prévisions à très long terme…
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The Rocky Road to the Top
Why Talent Needs Trauma

Dave Collins and Áine MacNamara

Institute of Coaching and Performance, University of Central Lancashire, Lancashire, UK

Abstract The increasingly well funded and high-tech world of talent development
(TD) represents an important investment for most sports. Reflecting tradi-
tional concepts of challenge and focus, the vast majority of such systems
expend a great deal of effort maximizing support to the young athletes and
trying to counter the impact of naturally occurring life stressors. In this ar-
ticle, we suggest that much of this effort is misdirected; that, in fact, talented
potential can often benefit from, or even need, a variety of challenges to facil-
itate eventual adult performance. Our argument is built on evidence that such
challenges are more common in athletes who reach the top, together with a
critical consideration of the modus operandi and impact of psychological/
character-focused interventions such as mental toughness and resilience. In
conclusion, we explore some implications for the design and conduct of op-
timum academies and TD environments.

Talent development (TD) systems worldwide
are becoming increasingly important in meeting
the needs for home-grown elite performers. As
a result, all aspects of the TD environment are
under scrutiny from optimum pathways and
methods that may be used through to the devel-
opment environment and epistemology of the
coaches who are central to its design. Within this
scrutiny, most evaluators/programme designers
stress that the TD support system must be as sup-
portive as possible;[1] in other words, minimizing
and/or countering extraneous pressures on the
developing athlete so that she or he can focus
solely on the task at hand – negotiating the route
to the top.

As another feature of this scrutiny, several re-
searchers have highlighted the importance of
psychological characteristics and competencies as
central to negotiating this route. Resilience[2] and
the growth mind-set[3] or more comprehensive
‘profiles’ such as mental toughness (MT),[4,5] or

the psychological characteristics of developing
excellence (PCDEs[6,7]), have been positively asso-
ciated with both outcome and process on the talent
pathway. For example, PCDEs include both
mental skills such as imagery and goal setting, as
well as the attitudes, emotions and motivation
performers need to realize their potential.[6,7] In
short, performers high in these and other related
constructs seem more likely to get to the top and
do better when they get there.

When these two ideas are juxtaposed, however,
a potential conundrum emerges. How do young
performers acquire, build confidence with and
sharpen these mental skills if not through over-
coming adversity? And yet a common and face
valid philosophy of many pathways is to mini-
mize the number and certainly the impact of
developmental challenges. For example, many
young athletes across Europe are enrolled in sport
schools that deliberately smooth the develop-
mental pathway by providing them with financial,

CURRENT OPINION
Sports Med 2012; doi: 10.2165/11635140-000000000-00000

0112-1642/12/0000-0000/$49.95/0

Adis ª 2012 Springer International Publishing AG. All rights reserved.
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Spécialisation précoce
vs

Diversification précoce
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Spécialisation précoce

‣ Conséquences physiques 

‣ Conséquences psychosociales 
• Développement social compromis 
• Dropout 
• Burnout 
• Désordres alimentaires
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DeCouto et coll. (2021). J Sports Sci, 39(4), 380–387.
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• Difficulté de la tâche 

• Focus / engagement 

• Rétroaction 

• Visuelle 

• Conscience corporelle 

• Coaching

Intégration du développement 
des habiletés motrices 
fondamentales dans le 

quotidien
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DÉVELOPPEMENT À LONG TERME

PAR LE SPORT ET L’ACTIVITÉ PHYSIQUE
Édition 3.0
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stage (compared with 55.4% of national-level
senior athletes; w21! 3.61; P5 0.05). Com-
pared with the national-level athletes (23.9%),
a higher proportion of world-class athletes
(34.5%) ‘‘side-entered’’ the squad system at
the latest juvenile stage ‘‘C’’ (w21! 5.91;
P5 0.01). For the latter group, the age of
recruitment into the athlete service pro-
grammes of the Olympic Support Centres was
also significantly higher (19.8+ 4.8 vs.
18.1+ 4.7 years; t444! 3.67, P5 0.01).

5. In line with Bloom’s (1985) findings, the
present data imply that adolescent sporting
success does not contribute significantly to
explaining or predicting long-term success at
senior level. Correlations between the highest
success at senior level and the highest success
achieved during youth were principally low and
negative for the youngest age categories ("10
years: r!70.10, n! 447, P5 0.05; 11–14
years: r!70.09, n! 421, P4 0.05). Even in
the 15–18 year age group, , there was a low and
non-significant correlation (r! 0.07, n! 475,
P4 0.05).

These findings (1–5) were supported by a long-
itudinal design (Güllich & Emrich, 2006b). In this

panel study over 3 years involving 121 senior
Olympic athletes, a higher training volume in other
sports together with a lower volume of involvement
in institutional support programmes in 1999 was
associated with greater success in 2002. On the other
hand, the absolute training volume in the athlete’s
current main sport in 1999 did not contribute
significantly to explaining differences in success in
2002, whereas a greater proportion of the total
training career up until 1999 devoted exclusively to
practice in the main sport correlated with less success
in 2002.

In conclusion, the present results from German
athletes suggest that most senior squad members
have commenced practice during childhood, per-
formed sizeable training volumes during childhood
and adolescence, and have been included in talent
promotion programmes at some stage of their career.
However, for the present sample of Olympic athletes,
there is no indication that (a) an earlier onset and a
higher volume of discipline-specific training and
competition or (b) an extended involvement in
institutionalized promotion programmes during ado-
lescence is associated with greater success in senior
elite sport. Moreover, early participation in competi-
tions and inclusion in talent identification and talent
promotion programmes correlated negatively with

Table IV. Former juvenile training and competition characteristics of current senior world-class and national-level athletes in Olympic sports

(from Güllich, 2007).

World-class National-level

tMean s n Mean s n

Internationally valid discipline-specific junior age limit 18.7 1.1 347 18.6 1.2 222 N.S.

Age of onset of . . . (years)

Training in general 9.1 3.7 345 8.8 3.7 220 N.S.
Competing in general 10.9 3.7 330 10.8 4.2 214 N.S.

Training in individual main sport 11.4 4.6 344 10.2 4.1 219 10.32**

Competing in main sport 13.1 4.3 326 12.0 4.2 212 7.84**

International championship debut 18.0 3.6 337 17.0 3.8 190 7.39**
Training in other sport(s) 9.6 5.5 184 8.8 4.7 91 N.S.

Competing in other sport(s) 10.8 5.7 143 9.9 4.6 65 N.S.

Duration until junior age limit (years)

Training in general 9.4 3.5 338 9.9 3.5 217 N.S.

Training in individual main sport 7.4 3.9 338 8.6 3.7 217 12.51**

Training in other sport(s) 4.5 5.9 309 3.3 4.9 197 5.35*

Training volume (number of sessions)

Total until age 10 years 391 594 316 428 564 189 N.S.

Total at age 11–14 years 832 630 325 785 553 195 N.S.

Total at age 15–18 years 1419 833 332 1310 617 209 N.S.

Individual main sport until age 10 years 235 685 330 252 358 207 N.S.
Individual main sport at age 11–14 years 610 571 328 616 484 206 N.S.

Individual main sport at age 15–18 years 1241 840 333 1186 632 213 N.S.

Individual main sport until junior age limit 2369 1872 331 2329 1299 202 N.S.
Other sport(s) until age 10 years 187 430 272 136 362 166 N.S.

Other sport(s) at age 11–14 years 208 380 250 117 273 157 6.79**

Other sport(s) at age 15–18 years 153 348 210 63 172 138 7.95**

Other sport(s) until junior age limit 631 897 250 410 732 148 6.48*

*P5 0.05, **P50.01.

The road to Olympic success 1373
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Vaeyens et al. (2009) J Sports Sci 27(13):1367

14Thursday, 1 November, 12
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,ES�DIX�FACTEURS

AGILITÏ ÏQUILIBRE COORDINATION VITESSE SAUTER GRIMPER

MARCHER PATINER BONDIR NAGER SAUTILLER ÏQUILIBRE

LANCER DRIBBLER BOTTER LANCER FRAPPER ATTRAPER

����

,ES�FONDEMENTS�
,ES�FONDEMENTS�DU�MOUVEMENT�ET�LES�DÏTERMINANTS�DE�LA�CONDITION�MOTRICE�SONT�ABORDÏS�PAR�LE�JEU�ET�LE�DIVERTISSEMENT�
,ES�HABILETÏS�SPORTIVES�DE�BASE�DEVRAIENT�ÐTRE�INTRODUITES�DE�FA ON�CONCOMITANTE�OU�APRÒS�LE�DÏVELOPPEMENT�DES�HABILETÏS�
SPORTIVES�GÏNÏRALES�

s� ,ES�HABILETÏS�FONDAMENTALES�DU�MOUVEMENT��LES�DÏTERMINANTS�DE�LA�CONDITION�MOTRICE�ET�LES�HABILETÏS�SPORTIVES
� DE�BASE�CONSTITUENT�LE�BAGAGE�DE�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�
s� ,E�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�RENVOIE�Ì�LA�MAÔTRISE�iRELATIVEw�DES�HABILETÏS�MOTRICES�ET�SPORTIVES�
s� #E�BAGAGE�DE�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�DOIT�ÐTRE�DÏVELOPPÏ�AVANT�LA�POUSSÏE�SOUDAINE�DE�CROISSANCE�

6Thursday, 1 November, 12
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,ES�DIX�FACTEURS

#ONTRÙLE�D�UN�ENGINOBJET

s� 'RIMPER
s� 'ALOPER
s� #OULER�PLANER�GLISSER
s� 3AUTILLER
s� -OUVEMENT�GIRATOIRE
s� 0OUSSÏE�DES�JAMBES��

OU�DES�MAINS
s� %XPRESSION�CORPORELLE��

SUR�GLACE
s� 3AUTER
s� "ONDIR
s� 3AUTER�Ì�LA�PERCHE
s� #OURIR
s� 0AGAYER�OU�RAMER
s� 'LISSER
s� .AGER
s� 3E�BALANCER
s� 0ATINER�
s� 'AMBADER
s� &AIRE�LA�ROUE

s� -AINTENIR�L�ÏQUILIBRE
s� 2OULER
s� %SQUIVER
s� -OUVEMENT�GIRATOIRE
s� &LOTTER
s� !TTERRIR
s� 0OSITION�DE�BASE
s� #HUTER��COULER
s� -OUVEMENT�DE�ROTATION
s� !RRÐTER
s� 3�ÏTIRER��SE�RECROQUEVILLER
s� 3E�BALANCER
s� 6RILLES

³QUILIBRE��STABILITÏ$ÏPLACEMENT

"ALYI�ET�7AY�������!DAPTÏ�
DE�*ESS������

0ROJETER�UN�ENGIN��
s� !VEC�LE�PIED��BOTTER	
s� 2OULER�UN�OBJET
s� !VEC�LA�MAIN��FRAPPER	
s� ,ANCER

2ECEVOIR�UN�ENGIN��
s� !TTRAPER
s� "LOQUER
s� #APTER

$ÏPLACER�UN�ENGIN�EN�ÏTANT�SOI
MÐME�EN�MOUVEMENT��

s� °�L�AIDE�DU�PIED
s� °�L�AIDE�DE�MAIN
s� °�L�AIDE�D�UN�OBJET�OU�

INSTRUMENT

2ECEVOIR�ET�PROJETER��
s� !VEC�UN�OBJET�OU�

INSTRUMENT
s� !VEC�LES�SEGMENTS�DU�

CORPS

,E�TABLEAU���RÏVÒLE�LE�RÏPERTOIRE�DES�FONDEMENTS�DU�MOUVEMENT�ET�DES�HABILETÏS�MOTRICES�QUI�COMPOSENT�LE�
BAGAGE�DE�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�EXPLORÏ�ET�EXPLOITÏ�DANS�QUATRE�ENVIRONNEMENTS�DIFFÏRENTS���SUR�LE�SOL��DANS�
L�EAU��DANS�L�AIR�ET�SUR�LA�GLACE�

,ES�FONDEMENTS�DU�MOUVEMENT�SERVENT�DE�iPIERRE�ANGULAIREw�Ì�TOUS�LES�SPORTS�ET�SONT�PRINCIPALEMENT�
DÏVELOPPÏS�DANS�LE�CADRE�DE�TROIS�ACTIVITÏS��
s� ATHLÏTISME���COURIR��SAUTER��LANCER�OU�ROULER�
s� GYMNASTIQUE���ÏLÏMENTS�DE�BASE���AGILITÏ��ÏQUILIBRE��COORDINATION�ET�VITESSE�
s� NATATION���POUR�DES�RAISONS�DE�SÏCURITÏ�AQUATIQUE��POUR�DÏCOUVRIR�L�ÏQUILIBRE�ET�LA�mOTTABILITÏ�DANS�UN�TEL��
�����ENVIRONNEMENT�ET�AUSSI�COMME�FONDEMENT�POUR�TOUS�LES�AUTRES�SPORTS�AQUATIQUES�

3ANS�CES�HABILETÏS�FONDAMENTALES�DU�MOUVEMENT��LES�ENFANTS�ÏPROUVERONT�DES�DIFlCULTÏS�Ì�PARTICIPER�Ì�
PLUSIEURS�SPORTS��0AR�EXEMPLE��LE�BASEBALL��LE�BASKETBALL��LE�CRICKET��LE�FOOTBALL��LE�NETBALL��LE�HANDBALL��LE�
RUGBY�ET�LE�SOFTBALL�REQUIÒRENT�L�EXÏCUTION�D�UNE�HABILETÏ�ÏLÏMENTAIRE�COMME�LANCERATTRAPER�

)L�EST�PRIMORDIAL�QUE�LES�ENFANTS�AYANT�UN�HANDICAP�AIENT�LA�POSSIBILITÏ�DE�DÏVELOPPER�LES�FONDEMENTS�DU�
MOUVEMENT�ET�LES�HABILETÏS�SPORTIVES�DE�BASE��3ANS�CETTE�INITIATION��IL�LEUR�SERA�DIFlCILE�DE�PARTICIPER�Ì�DES�
ACTIVITÏS�RÏCRÏATIVES�ET�LE�SUCCÒS�ATHLÏTIQUE�SERA�FORT�COMPROMIS��-ALGRÏ�CE�BESOIN�CRIANT��LES�ENFANTS�AYANT�
UN�HANDICAP�ONT�DE�LA�DIFlCULTÏ�Ì�ACQUÏRIR�CES�HABILETÏS�POUR�LES�RAISONS�SUIVANTES��

s� DES�PARENTS��DES�ENSEIGNANTS�ET�DES�ENTRAÔNEURS�SURPROTECTEURS�LES�METTENT�Ì�L�ABRI�DES�JEUX�D�ENFANTS��
� DE�CRAINTE�QU�ILS�NE�SE�BLESSENT�
s� LES�PROGRAMMES�D�ÏDUCATION�PHYSIQUE�ADAPTÏE�NE�SONT�PAS�INTÏGRÏS�DANS�TOUTES�LES�COMMISSIONS�OU�TOUS����������������������
�����LES�CONSEILS�SCOLAIRES�����������
s� PARCE�QU�ILS�MANQUENT�DE�CONNAISSANCES�EN�MATIÒRE�D�INTÏGRATION��CERTAINS�ENTRAÔNEURS�HÏSITENT�Ì�FAIRE��
� PARTICIPER�LES�ENFANTS�AYANT�UN�HANDICAP�
s� IL�FAUT�FAIRE�PREUVE�DE�CRÏATIVITÏ�POUR�INTÏGRER�UN�ENFANT�AYANT�UN�HANDICAP�Ì�DES�ACTIVITÏS�DE�GROUPE�Oá����
�����L�ON�PRATIQUE�LES�HABILETÏS�FONDAMENTALES�VISANT�LE�DÏVELOPPEMENT�D�UN�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�

,ES�FONDEMENTS�
,ES�FONDEMENTS�DU�MOUVEMENT�ET�LES�DÏTERMINANTS�DE�LA�CONDITION�MOTRICE�SONT�ABORDÏS�PAR�LE�JEU�ET�LE�DIVERTISSEMENT�
,ES�HABILETÏS�SPORTIVES�DE�BASE�DEVRAIENT�ÐTRE�INTRODUITES�DE�FA ON�CONCOMITANTE�OU�APRÒS�LE�DÏVELOPPEMENT�DES�HABILETÏS�
SPORTIVES�GÏNÏRALES�

s� ,ES�HABILETÏS�FONDAMENTALES�DU�MOUVEMENT��LES�DÏTERMINANTS�DE�LA�CONDITION�MOTRICE�ET�LES�HABILETÏS�SPORTIVES
� DE�BASE�CONSTITUENT�LE�BAGAGE�DE�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�
s� ,E�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�RENVOIE�Ì�LA�MAÔTRISE�iRELATIVEw�DES�HABILETÏS�MOTRICES�ET�SPORTIVES�
s� #E�BAGAGE�DE�SAVOIRFAIRE�PHYSIQUE�DOIT�ÐTRE�DÏVELOPPÏ�AVANT�LA�POUSSÏE�SOUDAINE�DE�CROISSANCE�
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Critical Periods in the Development of
Performance Capacity During
Childhood and Adolescence

Atko Viru, Jaan Loko, Maarike Harro, Anne Volver,
Livian Laaneots and Mehis Viru

INTRODUCTION
The ontogenetic development of motor function and performance capacities in
childhood and adolescence are well described (for reviews see Shephard, 1982;
Malina and Bouchard, 1991). Attempts are made to discuss this phenomenological
material against the background of the ontogenetic development of physiological
functions (Bar-Or, 1983a; Blimkie, 1989; Malina and Bouchard, 1991; Rowland,
1996; Shephard, 1982) and the biological maturation of the young organism
(Beunen, 1989; Beunen and Malina, 1996; Kemper et al., 1983; Malina and
Bouchard, 1991; Malina, 1994). To establish links between the development of
motor abilities and biological maturation, several approaches have been used to
estimate biological age (Beunen et al., 1984; Bouchard et al., 1976; Hebbelinck and
Borms, 1978; Kemper et al., 1983); the timing of the growth spurt and peak height
velocity (PHV) (Beunen and Malina, 1988; Beunen et al. 1988); comparison of
children with advanced vs. delayed maturation (Beunen and Malina, 1988; Carron
et al. 1977; Kemper et al., 1987); evaluation of sexual maturation stages from the
development of the secondary sex characteristics (Armstrong et al. 1991;
Bloomfield et al. 1990; Szczesny and Coudert, 1993); age of menarche (Carron et
al. 1977; Espenschade, 1940), and determination of sex hormones (Falgairette et al.
1991; Viru et al. 1998; Welsman et al. 1994).

Ontogenetic development involves several so-called "critical" or "sensitive"
periods (Bronstein, 1989; Colombo, 1982; Illingwoith and Lister, 1964; Scott,
1986). During these periods ontogenetic development reaches a qualitatively new
level which provides opportunities for the further improvement of an organ, tissue
or function. These periods are 'sensitive' since the actions stimulating development
and causing vulnerable effects are highly effective (see later).

• In this paper we have tried to elaborate an hypothesis on the nature of the critical
and/or sensitive periods in the ontogenetic development of performance abilities.

The following questions are discussed: (1) are there any age-dependent
differences in the physiological foundations for the development of motor abilities?;
(2) at what ages do the improvement of motor abilities accelerate?; (3) are these
periods of accelerated improvement in rriotor abilities related to alterations in
physiological function? and (4) how is trainability related to these time periods?

Atko Viru, Anne Volver, Livian Laaneots and Mehis Viru are with the Institute of Exercise
Physiology, Jaan Loko is with the Institute of Sports Pedagogy and Maarike Harro is with
the Institute -of Public Health, University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia.
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Pronounced differences between subsequent age groups and indicated an accelerated
improvement of explosive strength between the ages of 7 to 11, and 13 to 16 years
in boys, and between the ages of 6 to 9, and 10 to 12 years in girls (Table 6). Again

Table 6: The greatest differences in explosive strength** between subsequent age
groups (indicated by XXXX) in several cross-sectional studies

Reference

Espenschade(1960)*
Guzalovski (1977)
n=7406
Hebbelinck and Borms
(1978) n=3792
Ostyn et al. (1980)
n=21175
Merni and Mussino
(I982)n=3944
Shephard(1982)*
Haubensticker and
Seefeldt (1986)*
Lefevreetal.(1993)
n=330O
Wilmore and Costill
(1994)*
Lokoetal. (1994)
n=2430
Beunen(1997)*

Studied
age

range (y)

Age (y)

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

M a l e s

5-17
7-17

6-13

13-18

6-15

8-18
5-17

7-17

6-18

11-18

6-18

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

xxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXX
XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXX

XXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx

F e m a l e s
Espenschade (I960)*
Hebbelinck and Borms
(1978) n=4745
Okk(1975)n=2966
Guzalovski (1977) n=7406
Merni and Mussino
(1982) n=3944
Shephard(1982)*
Haubensticker and
Seefeldt (1986)*
Simons etal. (1990)
n=2191
Wilmore and Costill
(1994)*
Lokoetal. (1994)

5-17
6-13

7-17
7-17
6-15

8-18
5-17

6-

6-18

10-17

XXXXXXX
XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXXXXX

XXXX.

XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
XXXX

xxxxxxxxxx
XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

* Haubersticker and Seefeldt (1986) and Wilmore and Costill (1994) give composite estimates for North-
American children. For other notes see Table 5.

** Explosive strength was evaluated from standing long jump, vertical jump, Softball throw for distance and
pushing a stuffed ball (2kg)
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‘Scienciness’ and
the allure of seco

nd-hand strategy in talent

identification and development
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In searching for the next edge or the magic ingredient, policy
makers in sport are

increasingly drawn to seemingly uncritical copying
from other systems. Some of the

constructs seem attractive, holding
an apparent validi

ty that promotes their adoption
but,

on closer scrutiny
, can appear to be based more on rhetoric than evidence. In this article

we propose the ne
w term of ‘Scienciness’ to

describe this appa
rent but erroneous

validity,

offering an exemplar of its harmful impact through the import into the United Kingdom

of features from apparently succes
sful systems in talent develop

ment, namely, the former

Eastern Bloc and Australia. This ar
ticle identifies some characteristics of Scienciness

constructs, togeth
er with some procedural and s

ystemic recommendations for the
avoid-

ance of its worse
excesses.

Keywords: talent; e
lite; athlete develo

pment; Scienciness;
sport policy transfer

Introduction

As pressures rise in international sport, optimizing the identification, rec
ruitment and

development of performers has an ever-inc
reasing importance. In the fa

ce of such pressur
es,

sports systems have been under continual p
ressure to generate new approaches, and whilst

some of these are more-or-less ‘home-grown’, many more have their orig
in elsewhere. The

‘global sporting arms race’ (De Bossc
her et al. 2008), a

nd the subsequent pr
essures to be

seen to succeed on the world stage, has led to a drive towards th
e exchange or tra

nsfer of

principles and practices between
sporting nations (Bloyce a

nd Smith 2010).

The discussion of
this phenomenon in sport ofte

n borrows from the constructs of p
ublic

and social policy and, in particular, the con
cepts of ‘policy learning’, ‘lesson

drawing’ and

‘policy transfer’ (Houlihan and Green 2008). Whether or not these terms ought to be

considered interchangeable o
r not is a matter for another o

ccasion. Suffice t
o say, they all

describe a process
in which knowled

ge about policies,
practices and insti

tutions in one tim
e

and/or place is use
d in the developm

ent of policies, pra
ctices and instituti

ons in another tim
e

and/or place (Dolo
witz andMarsh 1996, Rose 2

005). This langua
ge is useful in part

because

it does not presume the relationship between the different time/place frames to be inter-

dependent, as do s
ome sports policy wr

iters (Bloyce and S
mith 2010). Indeed,

an underlying

theme in this article is that
the exchange of i

nformation between sporting nations is rarely

reciprocal or bidirectional. On
the contrary, policy transfer in sport seems to have the

character of a sort
of role modelling, in which

certain nations tha
t are judged to be s

uccessful,
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The Long-Term Athlete Development model: Physiological evidence
and application

PAUL FORD1, MARK DE STE CROIX2, RHODRI LLOYD3, ROB MEYERS3,
MARJAN MOOSAVI4, JON OLIVER3, KEVIN TILL5, & CRAIG WILLIAMS61School of Health and Bioscience, University of East London, London, UK, 2Faculty of Sport, Health and Social Care,

University of Gloucestershire, Gloucester, UK, 3Cardiff School of Sport, University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, UK,
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(Accepted 29 October 2010)

Abstract
Within the UK, the ‘‘Long Term Athlete Development’’ (LTAD) model has been proposed by a variety of national

governing bodies to offer a first step to considering the approach to talent development. The model, which is primarily a

physiological perspective, presents an advancement of understanding of developing athletic potential alongside biological

growth. It focuses on training to optimize performance longitudinally, and considers sensitive developmental periods known

as ‘‘windows of opportunity’’. However, it appears that there are a number of problems with this theoretical model that are

not necessarily transparent to coaches. Principally, the model is only one-dimensional, there is a lack of empirical evidence

upon which the model is based, and interpretations of the model are restricted because the data on which it is based rely on

questionable assumptions and erroneous methodologies. Fundamentally, this is a generic model rather than an

individualized plan for athletes. It is crucial that the LTAD model is seen as a ‘‘work in progress’’ and the challenge,

particularly for paediatric exercise scientists, is to question, test, and revise the model. It is unlikely that this can be

accomplished using classical experimental research methodology but this should not deter practitioners from acquiring valid

and reliable evidence.

Keywords: Long-Term Athlete Development Model, growth and maturation, youth athletes

Introduction

Talent development is holistic in nature due to thecomplex interaction of interdisciplinary issues thatdirectly impact on athletic opportunity and progres-sion. Such concepts have been critically acknowl-edged and documented in a recent comprehensivereport (Bailey et al., 2010). Bailey and colleagues(2010) discuss such interactions methodically andrecommend future considerations to sport andphysical activity stakeholders who wish to enhanceparticipation and performance levels. Such discus-sion has also been documented in recent reviewarticles (Burgess & Naughton, 2010; Phillips, Da-vids, Renshaw, & Portus, 2010). Although werecognize such considerations are significant, thisreview focuses upon the popular ‘‘Long-TermAthlete Development’’ (LTAD) model (Balyi &Hamilton, 2004), which by design is fundamentally

based upon physiological principles and which willbe the sole focus here. The requirement to identifynew methods by which talent can be nurtured (whichin itself is contentious as to its definition) isparamount for coaches and practitioners. In parti-cular, direct techniques to advance paediatric sport-ing development are of significant interest. However,within this specific population there are manyextraneous factors (including degree of maturation,and anatomical, neurological, hormonal, and mus-culoskeletal changes in structure) that must beincorporated within the planning of any form ofphysical training (Malina, Bouchard, & Bar-Or,2004; Tihanyi, 1990). These factors relate to anintegrated development of genes and hormones thatare coordinated according to a biological clock andother factors (i.e. nutrients and environmentalfactors), which are time independent but which allaffect the physiological systems of the body (Malina
Correspondence: P. A. Ford, School of Health and Bioscience, University of East London, Stratford Campus, Romford Road, London E15 4LZ, UK.

E-mail: p.a.ford@uel.ac.uk

Journal of Sports Sciences, February 15th 2011; 29(4): 389–402
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Habiletés psychologiques

• Motivation


• Détermination


• Engagement


• Confiance en soi


• Auto-régulation 

• Résilience


• “Grit” (ténacité)
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highlighted previously. Therefore, reflecting these
various concerns, this paper begins with a description
of the process of item generation and justification
followed by an overview of the exploratory factor
analysis.

Methods

Item generation phase

Initial item generation was developed in line with
recommendations for the development of new
measurement scales (e.g. American Educational
Research Association, American Psychological Asso-
ciation, & National Council on Measurement in
Education, 1999; Zervas, Stavrou, & Psychountaki,
2007). As the first step, elite (MacNamara et al.,
2010a, 2010b) and development (MacNamara &
Collins, 2010) athletes were interviewed and asked
about the psychological skills they employed to cope
with the challenges they faced as they progressed in
their sport. Data were analysed ‘‘inductively then
deductively’’ (Patton, 2002), providing a list of
psychological characteristics of developing excellence
that were cited as facilitating development in sport.
Ten themes consistently emerged from this analysis
(see Table I). In developing the questionnaire, it was
also important to address the differential deployment
of psychological characteristics of developing excel-
lence during development (MacNamara et al.,
2010b). To do this, items within each theme were
written to reflect both ‘‘self’’ and ‘‘other’’ deploy-
ment of psychological characteristics of developing
excellence. The initial item generation resulted in a
preliminary list of 160 items representing the 10
psychological characteristics of developing excellence
identified through previous research.

Item justification

Expert panel. The initial list of 160 items was
submitted to two independent panels of experts
(n! 5 and 4 respectively) who had extensive research
and/or applied experience in talent development
(Fraenkel & Wallen, 2000; Wiersma, 2001). The
expert panels represented proficiency in psychologi-
cal research and support, applied talent develop-
ment, teaching, and coaching; all were familiar with
the constructs, aims, and rationale underpinning the
Psychological Characteristics of Developing Excel-
lence Questionnaire. Following the recommenda-
tions of Dillman (2000), the expert panels were
asked to review and scrutinize all items and comment
on the clarity, face and content validity, comprehen-
sibility, and age appropriateness of each item. Using
Dunn and colleagues’ (Dunn, Bouffard, & Rogers,
1999) recommendations, each expert panel rated the
content relevance and representation of the initial
item set on a scale anchored by 1 (‘‘not at all
relevant’’) to 5 (‘‘completely relevant’’). Items that
were rated 4 (‘‘relevant)’’ or less were then discussed
by the whole panel. Changes were made to these
items if, following the presentation of an appropriate
rationale, consensus was reached by all members of
the panel. Otherwise, such items were marked for
potential deletion at the end of this stage.

The first expert panel review resulted in revisions
to the wording of several items (n! 31) due to
grammatical and comprehension issues. Five items
were deleted, and a number of additional items
(n! 5) were included. The second expert panel
followed the same procedures, which resulted in the
rewording of several additional items (n! 39), the
deletion of some items (n! 8), and the inclusion of
one additional item. Even though a similar number

Table I. Preliminary structure of the Psychological Characteristics of Developing Excellence Questionnaire.

Psychological characteristic

of developing excellence Sub-theme Operationalization

Commitment to excelling in

their chosen domain

Determination

Motivation

Others Promoted

Self Promoted

Coping with pressure Ability to regulate the impact of performance pressures

The ability to prioritize a range of competing demands

Adaptability in different circumstances
Self-belief/self-confidence Self-belief/self-confidence

Imagery Imagery in skill development

Imagery in race/competition preparation

Quality practice Quality practice
Goal setting Sets appropriate goals for training and competition

Monitors and adapts goals with progression

Social and communication skills Social and communication skills

Realistic performance evaluations Realistic performance evaluations
Focus, concentration, and distraction

control

Ability to focus on task-relevant cues

Has a consistent and effective routine

Keeping things in perspective Keeping things in perspective

1276 Á. MacNamara & D. Collins
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Caractéristiques psychologiques de l’excellence
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Niveau d’expertise

Di
ffi

cu
lté

 d
e l

a 
tâ

ch
e

Ennuyant

Anxiété

Stress Difficulté 

optimale

“Délicieuse 
incertitude”

“Délicieuse incertitude”
Adapté de Baker et al. (2012)
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Progression 
séquentielle

Développement 
transitionel adapté

Adapted from Baker et al. (2012)
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Modèle 3D du 
développement 

de l’athlète

Weissensteiner JR, p.135 in Baker et coll. (2017). Routledge Handbook of 
Talent Identification and Development in Sport. Taylor & Francis.
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Préparation 
physique

Préparation 
mentale

Sommeil

Nutrition

Entraînement 
spécifique

Prévention 
des blessures

Évaluation 
et suivi
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• Développer des écosystèmes fondés sur des individus, 
facilitant les collaborations et relations riches 

• Placer le plaisir en priorité 

• Varier, mélanger, brasser 

• S’entourer d’une équipe (ressources) de confiance 

• Investir dans la clarification de votre vision et sa 
communication

Le futur du développement de l’athète
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Merci!

jonathan.tremblay@umontreal.ca

Questions?
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